HURRICANE IAN BRIEFING

5:30 PM ET
Wednesday, September 28, 2022
Situation Overview

Hurricane Ian

- The Tropical Storm Warning for the Florida Keys has been canceled.

- The Storm Surge Warning for the Lower Florida Keys and the Storm Surge Watch for the Middle and Upper Keys has been canceled and replaced by a Coastal Flood Warning.
  - Coastal Flooding originating from the Gulfside of 2 to 3 feet above normal high tide levels with isolated slightly higher levels is expected through the Florida Keys.
  - Some streets may become impassable with water possibly into the ground floor of some homes and businesses, especially those in lower elevation areas.

- In the Lower and Middle Keys, coastal flooding may remain steady or even recede a bit early this evening, before pushing upward as the high astronomical tide approaches from around midnight through 4 am. By morning, coastal flooding should recede more rapidly. Be alert for deep ponding water left behind in low-lying poor drainage spots.

- In the Upper Keys, coastal flooding will steadily increase tonight and into Thursday, before remaining steady or only slowly falling Thursday night and Friday. Flooding should recede more steadily Friday night and early Saturday, at least to “king tide” levels typical of this time of year.

- This is the final briefing for the Florida Keys of Monroe County concerning Hurricane Ian.
This is the Final Briefing for the Florida Keys of Monroe County Concerning Hurricane Ian

https://www.weather.gov/media/key/DSS/dssbrief_land.pdf

For the latest graphics and information go to: www.hurricanes.gov or weather.gov/key/tropical